N-grams

(1) “White Fang” by Jack London

(2)
- a. so her they dog no but there with in so
- b. as not him they so he a that away then
- c. be when dogs then up there he fang by a
- d. on dogs out his and out he the away out
- e. they then that on his into upon been their she
- f. fang him this up dogs were he dogs no
- g. by fang to into when him their when upon
- h. up them at the was a been with there down
- i. then down be him and on time one as into
- j. as them be to for were that his at when

(3)
- a. half feet on everywhere upon itself as strongest dog
- b. far outweighed a hostile movement beside scott you know
- c. judge unknown was because it toward personal life
- d. everybody gave himself to cheapen himself off with
- e. it bristled fiercely belligerent and save once and death
- f. because they spoke matt should be used his tail
- g. turn 'm time i counted the horse up live
- h. beast that cautiously it discovered an act of plenty
- i. fatty’s gone before had thought in matt argued stubbornly
- j. what evil that night was flying brands from weakness

(4)
- a. you was a thing to be the sign of
- b. yet white fang with a wolf that knows enough
- c. year when the master white fang he was not
- d. void in his teeth to the ground white fang
- e. upon the pack but he was no way of
- f. two of them was the will of the bush
- g. suspicious of them and the cub could not understand
- h. rushed upon him with the dog with which to
- i. put him into the world it was different from
- j. overture to white fang and the dogs and to